FLOORING
8 - 18"X24" NEW DURA-TUFF PLASTIC
2 - 24"X48" DURA-TUFF INTERLOCKING FLAT OR RAISED DUCTILE IRON

HARDWARE
2 - 3/16"X2"X22" GALVANIZED STEEL STABILIZER BAR
4 - 3/8"X6" STAINLESS STEEL J-BOLTS WITH NYLOCK NUTS & FLAT WASHERS
   (3/8"X7" WHEN USING RAISED DUCTILE IRON FLOOR)

SUPPORT BEAMS
3 - 1/4"X5"X8' FIBERGLASS BEAMS PER CRATE (PLUS 1 PER ROW)
2 - CLOSED END PLASTIC BEAM MOUNTING PLATES PER BEAM